ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with the existence of equilibrium states of thin-walled elastic, cylindrical shell fully or partially submerged in a fluid. This problem obviously serves as a model for many problems with engineering importance. Previous studies on the deformation of the shell have assumed that the pressure due to the fluid is uniform. This paper takes into consideration the non-uniformity of the pressure by taking into account the effect of gravity. The presence of a pressure gradient brings additional parameters to the problem which in turn lead to the consideration of several boundary value problems.
1. INTRODUCTION. We consider in this paper the existence of equilibrium states of hollow elastic cylinders submerged in a fluid. We treat the fluid pressure as non-uniform by taking gravity into account. To balance the bouyancy force in the fluid an external line load is applied to the bottom of the cylinder. By treating the problem as one independent of the variable along the axis of the cylinder we arrive at the same nonlinear ordinary differen, tial equations governing an inextensible elastica as in Tadjbakhsh and Odeh [1] for a circular ring. Our work generalizes that in [1] where only uniform external pressures are considered.
In Section 2 we present the mathematical formulation. By seeking equilibrium states that are symmetric with the vertical (y-) axis it suffices to consider one half of the perimeter 0 < s < where s denotes the non-dimensional arc length. We present boundary value problems for a nonlinear integro-differential equation for the dependent function o (s) which is the angle deviation from the circular state. An alternative formulation in terms of w os is also presented.
The mathematical problems formulated here involve two non-dimensional pressure parameters A and r, where A corresponds to the uniform part of the pressure while r corresponds to the pressure gradient. When r =0, the problems reduce to those considered in [1] . When r #0, bouyancy force arises which depends on " as well as on the equilibrium configuration and is balanced by the applied force 2F at the bottom of the hollow cylinder. The concentrated force 2F gives rise to a shear force F at s 1-because of symmetry. We assume that F is given in Theorem 3.1 in Section 3.
The function w s is a measure of the deviation of the curvature from that of the circular state and the square of the L2-norm of w, denoted by K, is a measure of the bending energy. It was observed in [1] that when r 0 the circular state is always an equilibrium solution for which K 0 regardless of A. Non-circular equilibrium states with increasing degrees of symmetry, however, bifurcate from the circular state at a set of buckling pressures. One main result in [1] is that given K, there exist an infinite set of such non-circular equilibrium states. Our Theorem 3.1 in Section 3, in the w-formulation and with given F and K, generalizes the above result in [1] .
As in [1] 
We shall also assume that the L2-norm of w is fixed. The boundary value problem for w described by (2.12) through (2.15) will be studied in the next section. We remark that with r 0 and I" 0, the above formulations correspond to those in [1] , though a different length normalization than that in [1] has been used here.
AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR THE w-PROBLEM WITH GIVEN TOTAL BENDING
ENERGY.
In this section we shall consider the existence of solutions of the w-problem described above with w2ds K, It remains now to prove that the operators g(w), i= 1, 2, 3 defined by (3.11a) (3.11c) are linearly independent for any w in the set C defined by (3.9). The proof is by contradiction. Thus, we assume that for some w E C the relation gig'l(W)V + g2g(w)v + p3g'3(w)v 0, holds for every v G H and some Pl, P2, P3 G R which are not all zeros. Letting v in (3.14) be REMARK. Theorem 3.1 above establishes the existence of non-circular equilibrium states that are symmetric about the y-axis for given bouyancy force 21" and bending energy K. As suggested by [1] we expect that there are many such solutions which for small 1" are perturbations of those obtained in [1] possessing high degrees of symmetry, though such latter symmetry is lost in the present solutions with r # 0.
EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR GIVEN PRESSURE GRADIENTS.
In this section we shall establish several existence theorems with " being given but with K unspecified. In such cases it is more convenient to work with the formulation described in Section 2.
In the first theorem below both r and r are given. It turns out that they must satisfy the inequality 1" < '/2r which has a simple geometric interpretation to be made below. it easily follows that with h A1, and A A2, (qo, h, A) is a weak solution of the boundary value problem described by (2.8)through (2.10).
We now show that the set C is nonempty for r < r/2r. To this end we note that for any given r > 0, the total bouyancy force is 21" ru(2) where u(2) is the total area enclosed in the hollow cylinder. By symmetry u(2)=2u (1) REMARK. For F r/2r the above argument shows that the set C consists only of the function o(s) _= 0 which corresponds to the circular state. It also implies that g(,) and g(o) with o(s) _= 0 are not linearly independent.
In the theorem below we assume that both the pressure parameters A and r are given. The bouyancy force 2F is then to be determined from (4.16 ) and (4.17) above.
DISCUSSIONS.
We have been concerned with the existence of equilibrium states of hollow elastic cylinders submerged in a fluid. By considering "planar" deformations of the hollow cylinders we used the same inextensible nonlinear elastica model as in [1] for elastic rings.
In [1] Tadjbakhsh and Odeh established the existence of equilibrium states of elastic rings under uniform external pressures. Earlier works on elastic rings under uniform pressures were reviewed in [1] . A related note on this subject was given by S. Antmann [3] . Several later works by Antmann [4] [5] [6] As in [1] we followed the mathematical tools provided by Browder in [2] . To facilitate our proofs we presented a generalization of Browder's results in Lemma 3.2 for semi-convex functionals in Hilbert spaces subject to several constraints.
One of the main concerns in [1] is the study of the existence of non-circular solutions that bifurcate from the trivial circular state at and beyond the buckling uniform pressures. The inclusion of a pressure gradient "perturbs" such bifurcations, much in the same way as an eccentric force does to the Euler's column buckling. We have examined in [7] details of this perturbed bifurcation picture near the first buckling pressure by singular perturbation techniques. For given pressure parameters we have also treated in [7] the nonlinear boundary value problems numerically by the shooting method, both away from and near the buckling pressures. As we have expected, symmetries of the solutions, except about the y-axis, are lost in the presence of the pressure gradient.
